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From: "Ron Paul" <ron.paul@campaignforliberty.com>

Reply-to: ron.paul@campaignforliberty.com

To: **************** <**********@gt500.org>

Subject: closing our doors

Dear **********,

I never wanted to have to sit down and write this letter

to you.

For weeks now I've pushed it off because it hurts too

much.

But this is too important, and you've been a good friend

and supporter through the years so you deserve to know.

Over the past few weeks, I've been on the phone non-stop

with Campaign for Liberty President Norm Singleton making

tough decisions about the future of Campaign for Liberty.

Norm and I have done everything we can.

In a last ditch effort to save everything you and I have

worked for over the last eight years, we've immediately

restructured the organization, made some difficult cuts,

and made some important changes.

Some essential programs have been put on hold. Senior

staff have volunteered to cut their own salaries. Others

have left, with their positions unfilled.

I have invested tens of thousands of my own personal money

to try and keep Campaign for Liberty afloat.

But it still might not be enough.

Together, you and I have done a lot of good things for the

liberty movement and the country. When I think about all

this movement has accomplished since the 2008 R3VOLUTION,

I'm not ready to let it go without a fight.

If this is the end, I don't want to say we did nothing to



prevent this outcome.

And I hope you feel the same way.

The truth is, what ultimately happens with Campaign for

Liberty is in your hands.

You see, without an immediate influx of funds from my

loyal supporters, we may have to turn out the lights and

lock the door at Campaign for Liberty forever.

The political establishment would love nothing more than

to see that happen.

**********, I trust you haven't given up on your

commitment to the cause of liberty.

I'm asking you to renew that commitment by making an

emergency contribution to Campaign for Liberty today.

Think about it. In a world without Campaign for Liberty:

>>> Your First Amendment rights would've been shredded by

Congress passing the so-called "DISCLOSE" Act;

>>> Cap and Tax would be law of the land, driving energy

costs through the roof and destroying property rights in

America;

>>> The Federal Reserve would be operating completely in

the shadows without any mention in political debates or

the news cycle;

>>> No one in either party would be talking about the

Fourth Amendment's right to privacy from government

snoops;

>>> The Transportation Security Administration would still

be using Rapiscan porno-scanners to see kids and grandmas

naked;

>>> And the so-called Assault Weapons Ban would be back in

place, denying Americans their Second Amendment rights.

I shudder to think of where the country will be if Hillary

Clinton is in office for the next four or even eight years

-- without Campaign for Liberty here to stop the worst of

her statist schemes.



You see, Campaign for Liberty has changed history in this

country. And you've been a part of it all.

No, our actions will likely never be written about in

history books.

But make no mistake, our actions through Campaign for

Liberty have affected the political trajectory in this

country and made a difference just by being in the fight.

And if we are able to continue, I know that we will

continue to make great strides for the cause of liberty.

I hope you won't give up on your Campaign for Liberty when

it needs your generous support now, more than ever.

I need to know you're still with me.

We need to raise $255,000 by September 15 to keep our

doors open, to prepare for a vote on Audit the Fed in both

the House and Senate in 2016, brace for the critical

November elections, and to be ready for state legislatures

as they go into session.

If we can achieve this goal, we'll have no problem.

We can do it. I know we can.

I still remember my supporters sending jaws dropping

around the country as my presidential campaign raised $6

million in one day!

Good folks like you contributed so generously because you

wanted to see our R3VOLUTION take hold in America.

Now, I'm asking for your generous support to help ensure

it continues.

Won't you please make your most generous contribution of $

100 or at least $50 today?

I know that's a lot to ask. Perhaps even too much.

Since the 2008 financial crisis, the country has never

recovered. Real wages have fallen while cost of living

continues to rise.

This is a direct consequence of the Fed's easy money

policies and our politicians refusing to allow a



correction to take place.

But **********, when the next crisis happens -- and make

no mistake, it will -- I fear it will be bigger and more

disastrous than the last.

If Campaign for Liberty isn't around to point the finger

at the Fed and demand action be taken to prevent them from

interfering with the market correction, I don't believe

anyone will.

That's why I'm counting on you to make a generous

contribution to Campaign for Liberty today.

If $50 is simply too much at this time, won't you please

consider renewing your commitment to the cause of liberty

by making a very generous -- and helpful -- contribution

of $25 today?

Campaign for Liberty is up against a wall.

It's been said "you can't save the world if you can't pay

the rent."

**********, sadly, that's where we find ourselves today.

Believe me, we run a very tight operation.

We have a small staff who could easily make more money in

the business world, but they choose to fight for liberty.

We don't have expensive office space in downtown

Washington, D.C.

We are lean, and we are getting leaner.

If we can raise the $255,000, Norm and I will implement a

plan to ensure Campaign for Liberty can operate at an even

more slimmed down level without compromising our

effectiveness.

But this is our last shot. It's our last chance to put

Campaign for Liberty on secure footing. And it's why I so

desperately need your help.

I can't bear the thought of a world without Campaign for

Liberty.

But without the support of Campaign for Liberty members



like you, I'm afraid within a month, it will become a

reality.

Please help me reach our immediate need of $255,000 by

September 15. Send your largest possible donation today.

Now, perhaps more than ever, Campaign for Liberty's impact

must be felt.

For Liberty,

Ron Paul

P.S. Without an immediate influx of funds, C4L will have

to close its doors. We've invested so much in our programs

to protect our liberties and fight back against the

statists in Washington, D.C.

There will be loud cheers from the halls of Capitol Hill

as well as from the bureaucrats and Washington insiders

who benefit from the crony capitalism we fight.

Campaign for Liberty needs an influx of at least $255,000

by September 15 to prevent that from happening. I'm not

ready to give up, and I hope you'll make your largest

possible donation now so we can continue to fight for

liberty and our rights.

Thank you very much for your generosity during these

times.

Because of Campaign For Liberty's tax-exempt status under IRC Sec. 501(C)(4) and its
state and federal legislative activities, contributions are not tax deductible as charitable

contributions (IRC § 170) or as business deductions (IRC § 162(e)(1)).
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